
Brazilian president says Amazon
is too much land for so few
Indians

Brasilia, August 31 (RHC)-- Brazil’s President Jair Bolsonaro made new statements on Friday against the
demarcation of indigenous lands in the Amazon saying he intends to review the areas previously
assigned to ancestral communities.

“It is too much land for so few Indians, and without lobbying.  What are the interests behind this?” he said
in what seems to repeat his traditional accusation against human rights defenders and environmental
activists.

“My decision is not to demarcate more land for the Indians," he answered when asked if he would reject
almost 500 requests for new demarcations.  Concerning territories previously assigned to indigenous
peoples and communities, the far-right President hinted that he would review their extension if he finds
evidence that those lands "were irregularly demarcated."

As human rights defenders have repeatedly denounced, Bolsonaro's hate speech have been encouraging
invasions of indigenous territories by land traders, miners, loggers, cattle ranchers, soybean growers and
other entrepreneurs who feel free to act and protected by his attitudes.



Regarding these types of abuses and crimes, the Prosecutor's Office at the state of Para requested this
week help from the Brazilian Federal Police to prevent violent events led by illegal miners against the
Xikrin, an indigenous people which lives at the northern Amazon.

The racist tones of Bolsonaro's discourse, however, have not only been detected by local analysts.  The
New York Times published a compilation of his most controversial phrases since the time when he was a
federal lawmaker, who was supported by big agricultural companies.

“The Brazilian cavalry was very incompetent.  Competent was, indeed, the U.S. Cavalry which
exterminated their Indians in the past and, today, they do not have that problem in their country,”
Bolsonaro said, as recalled by local mainstream media O Globo.

Nevertheless, before becoming president, Bolsonaro did give indications on how his government would
behave with respect to the Amazon forests and indigenous peoples.

“In 2019 we’re going to rip up Raposa Serra do Sol [an Indigenous Territory in Roraima].  We’re going to
give all the ranchers guns,” the former lawmaker said on 2016.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/200614-brazilian-president-says-amazon-is-
too-much-land-for-so-few-indians
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